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Senior Digital Technologies Night

BYOD - Bring Your Own Device

A huge thank you to all the parents who joined in our
Showcase last week, making it a great success!
Rimu and Ngaio were packed with students teaching
parents some of the digital technology skills they
learn at CQS.

Next year CQS is looking to introduce a BYOD policy,
beginning with Year 5/6 students. At the Tech
Evening parents had an opportunity to share their
initial thoughts about Digital Technology learning in
general, and BYOD more specifically. BOT and staff
will be working together to provide regular updates to
address questions and concerns raised by parents,
while also explaining some of the benefits of BYOD.

Activities covered:
● Unplugged learning aimed at helping students
understand how computers work
● Coding d
 ifferent technologies with different
forms of computer languages (such as block
based and python)
● Creative projects w
 here collaboration and
communication are important
● Online programmes t hat support the day to
day teaching and learning programme in
classrooms.

The key themes from questions and concerns
include:
● Amount of screen time
● Cost and equity
● Security, storage and care of devices on site
● Awareness of online safety and privacy
● Support for parents around device choice, and
parent upskilling in device use
There were a lot of positive comments from our
evening relating to BYOD, showing support for
progressing in this way.

Unplugged activity to find out how computers use
codes to sort information

Exploring basic robotics

Getting some
advice on game
design with a pixel
based app.

Learning to sequence instructions to meet a desired
goal

Creating programmes using Tynker with block based
coding. This programme provides tutorial support to
learn new skills, and blank templates for students to
completely create their own programmes.

Using code.org to build knowledge of coding through
plugged and unplugged challenges. A great way for
students to learn at their own pace and at their own
level.

Learning to use python coding to programme our new
Micro:bits. Our student leaders have only just begun
learning on these, but took the challenge to show
others what they have begun to learn. Some parents
were able to show them a thing or two as well.

Learning some tricks for Stop Motion Animation

Our 123 Tech teams shared their 2020 projects which
they have just completed. They are about to get their
presentations ready for the Regional Finals.
Learning how programmes include data checks
through unplugged challenges. These activities
looked at a barcode algorithm check, and how added
data helps find corrupted data.

If you have any questions relating to BYOD, or
learning related to the new digital technology parts
of the curriculum, please email:
mel.sutton@clydequay.school.nz

